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Collectors of Paper Money in the
18th and 19th Centuries

By Dr. Arnold Keller

Comparatively speaking, American numismatists have
always taken more interest in and accorded more respect
to paper money than their European counterparts. While
paper money came into usage on both continents at about
the same time, in America it more quickly became an
important part of the monetary system. It is only in
the last few decades since the first World War and even
more so since the second holocaust that European collec-
tors have manisfested greater interest in paper money.

Nevertheless there have been a few important collectors
since the very inception of paper money. The first was
AUGUST LUDWIG SCHLOEZER (1735-1809), a professor of
theology, Oriental languages, geography and history at
the University of Giittingen. He was also known as the
father of statistical science. Numismatically significant
was his work called "Staatsanzeigen" I memories about
state affairs) published in the years 1774-93. In it is
brought together information about current paper money
in Denmark, Russia, and France and other European
states. These notes were illustrated. In some instances,
such as that of the Royal Prussian Bank 4 pound banco
note, the illustrations provide the only source of informa-
tion extant since the notes themselves have long since
disappeared.

A rather anonymous collector is known only as the
engraver or printer Rance from the tables of French
assignats that he published in 1796. At the same time
the assignats were circulating, small notes were issued
by merchants and municipalities to fill the void left by
the disappearance of metal coinage. At least 6,000
varieties of these "billets de confiance" were issued and
collected, for as early as 1834 a collector's list was
printed and with each succeeding year more literature
appeared.

The first useful compilation of these local issues was
published by a Frenchman, Capitaine ACHILLE COLSON
in the Revue Franciase de Numismatique 1852. Although
it is now out of date, no comprehensive replacement has
appeared. A Prof. Lafaurie of the Sorbonne was work-
ing on a new version before World War II but lost his
manuscript in flight from the Nazis in 1940.

The Colson collection, which formed the basis of the
listing, was first sold to J. B. CHARVET. Then in 1883
it was sold at auction by P. Chevallier in Paris. The
sale catalog mentioned 2,400 notes issued by 802 com-
munities. Evidently the collection was sold in its
entirety to E. COURIOT for 4,050 francs.

The catalog of a collection belonging to a Mr. MAURIN
dated Sept. 1, 1841, is mentioned in a publication by
Mr. Montjean in 1932. Other French collectors were a
Mr. SAUSSAYE, named in 1846 by E. Cartier, and M.
LAGRENEE, a judge in Versailles who assisted Colson.

Largest of the Billets de Confiance collections belonged
to M. GENTIL-DES^ AMPS, a judge at Lille. His 6,000
small notes and complete series of assignats was the basis
of the articles he wrote between 1847 and 1849. Follow-

ing his death in 1862, a son Achille continued the collec-
tion. Finally a son-in-law, HENRY DE BRUIJN of Rotter-
dam, received it. He is known to have had it as late
as 1913. His wife died the following year, and he passed
away Dec. 15, 1921. In spite of his having 11 children,
living mostly in Rotterdam, I have been unable to find
a trace of the collection.

Still another French collector was H. REYNARD-

LESPINASSE who wrote about small notes in 1867 and did
a history of the assignats in 1871. Parisian coin dealer
CHARLES LOUIS VAN PETEGHEM (1827-91) published a
"Guide pour l'amateur des Assignats."

August Ludwig Schloezer

Possible evidence for the existence of German collec-
tors in the early 19th century is found in the following
episode: During the occupation of the fortress Erfurt in
1813 the city issued 2, 3, 4, 8 and 12 groschen and 1, 2
and 5 taler notes. Two variations exist for all denomina-
tions. Type I has no printer's name, while type II bears
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the inscription "Gezeichnet, in Holz geschnitten and
gedruckt von Joh. Immanuel Uckermann" (designed, en-
graved in wood and printed by . . .). Some pioneer
collectors believe that the type II was made at a later
date for collectors, indicating that even then numismatists
had items made to order. However, the notes with the
name are now rarer than without, while an 1878 dealer's
list indicates that the type II was really the first issue.

At any rate, there is a better proof of public interest
in paper money in the first half of the 19th century.
Women of the time embroidered pillowcases with designs
of paper money. One such case bears a reproduction of
a Prussian one taler note of 1824. The sale of cases
already stamped with the designs was widespread. It is
said that a swindler once bought cattle from a naive
peasant with the patterns for paper money embroideries!

A sure indication of the existence of collectors is seen
in the printed reproductions of German notes current in
the 1860s. Twenty to 30 notes were decoratively printed
on one sheet and framed under glass. I once tried to
remove the paper for my collection but could not separate
it from the glass.

The 1848-49 period of issuance of small local notes
in Austria and Hungary encouraged many collectors.
An inflationary period caused by poor harvests, high
military expenses and a revolution drove gold and silver
coins from circulation and even minor coins were
hoarded. Thus municipal authorities and merchants
issued small notes to take their place; eventually there
were more than a thousand different from 400 places.

The first sign of a collection of these is found in the
auction catalog of the Gen. MARETICH DE RIV ALPON
collection. The general died in 1861 and his collection
was sold to three parties in Vienna in 1863-64. DR.
WILHELM SCHLESINGER, one of the buyers, specialized
in revolution commemorative coinage pieces and traveled
widely to augment his collection. It, in turn, was
dispersed in 1894 by the Viennese dealer Cubasch.

Freiherr von Helfert

Information about Schlesinger comes from Jos F
ALEXANDER FREIHERR VON HELFERT (1820-1910), an
Austrian historian and minister. He wrote abo the
paper money of the Eger region in the Nu smatic
Journal of Vienna 1874/5 (pp. 230-353).

A contemporary was DR. ANTON TOBIAS, librarian of
the city of Zittau. In an article about Bohemian notes
of 1848, he told of seeing tables in rural inns on which
framed collections of these notes were displayed. It
would seem, then that it was customary to collect these
notes in the decade following 1848. I have heard that
the note printing firm of Franiek Bros. in Carlsbad used
the remainders of the notes as wallpaper for a small
pavilion in their garden.

A well-known collector of the coins of Bohemia and
Moravia, MAX DONEBAUER, also collected paper money.
Donebauer, who was born in 1838 and operated the sta-
tion restaurant in Prague, was famed as a numismatist
as early as the 1860s. After his death in 1888, his brother
Fritz catalogued and reproduced the notes in the collec-
tion. It is believed that the entire collection was later
sold to FRANZ SEDLAKOVICH.

Like Donebauer, Sedlakovich was a member of the
Vienna Numismatic Society (from which the photo-
graphs shown here were obtained ). At one time he
lived at Esseg (now Osijek) in Croatia. where he was
in the lumber business. In 1894 he bought large quanti-
ties of notes from the dealers Zschiecke and KOder in
Leipzig, but the death of his wife evidently caused him
to lose interest and he sold it all the same year. The
catalog of the collection nowhere mentions his name.
I was able to obtain it only through friends in Vienna
who knew the numismatic history of those years.

Two collectors obtained the greater part of the
Sedlakovich accumulation, one of them at the end of his
collecting career, the other at the beginning. The
former was DR. ADOLF EHRENFELD, a Viennese banker
who had collected since the 1870s. He exhibited at the
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exposition of 1888 marking the 40th year of Franz
Joseph's reign. The Emperor himself expressed great
interest in the collection. As a result, the Austrian
Ministry of Foreign Affairs ordered its consulates in a
letter of Aug. 30, 1889, to ask note-issuing banks in
their districts to send specimens of their notes to Dr.
Ehrenfeld. In spite of this unprecedented official aid,
Dr. Ehrenfeld only gathered about five thousand notes.
The last date of notes in the collection is 1893. Nothing
more was heard of it until 1927, when his family pub-
lished an 82-page catalog. Thereafter the collection was
offered for sale and it was acquired for a bargain price
by DR. V. HOSCHECK-MUHLHAIMB of Vienna, who already
possessed a fine collection of modern notes. The ulti-
mate fate of the collections is unknown, although it is
believed that it was forcibly taken by the German Reichs-
bank during World War II.

The collector who bought part of the Sedlakovich col-
lection at the start of his career was GEORGE PFLUMER
of Hameln (1845-1922). His father was an inveterate
collector of many objects, while the son collected stamps,
coins, maps and books. He wrote extensively on the
coinage of Hameln. While traveling on business, he
started his note collection. He hoped to devote all his
time to the collection after his retirement but eye prob-
lems prevented this. I acted as agent in the sale of his
collection to the MARQUESS OF BUTE in London. Un-
fortunately it was destroyed there in a 1942 air raid.
It contained about ten thousand specimens, which were
listed in a catalog dictated by Pfliimer's daughter. How-
ever, the list has many errors.

Another famous Viennese collector was THEODOR
ROHDE (1836-1912), director of the Austrian Dynamite
Nobel Society. He began as a general coin collector and
then specialized in the Byzantine series. After achieving
near-completion, he sold the collection. He then turned
to late Roman empire coins, especially those of the
Emperor Aurelian. In 1900 he began collecting old

Austrian notes and achieved near-completion here, also,
publishing the results of his labors in the monthly
journal of the Viennese Numismatic Society.

Rohde himself sold the collection to a Hungarian,
KOLOMAN V. UJHELY, who died shortly thereafter, leav-
ing it to his three daughters. Disagreeing about its
disposition, they divided it into three parts. The part
containing the Austrian notes was sold to a Viennese
dealer named Herrenfeld, who subsequently sold some
to the coin cabinet in Vienna and some to a collector
named FRANZ KOHLBERGER. The rest of the collection
remained in Hungary, although 1,200 Bohemian notes of
1848 were sold to a collector in Brno, Czechoslovakia, in
1935, for only a thousand shillings.

George Pfliimer

Another Austrian collector was the dealer DR. WALLA,
who specialized in the Bohemian notes. His collection
was first sold to COL. V. MULLER-WANDAU and later to
Mr. Kohlberger and myself.

(To be continued.)

Record Keeping for Paper
Money Collectors

SPMC member Raymond Rathjen has devised the fol-
lowing record keeping set-up for his collection and com-
mends it to others: On an 8 1/2 x 11 sheet punched for a
three-ring binder, he marks off 30 lines running hori-
zontally across the longer dimension. Then he marks in
15 columns with these headings: Ref. Book (Donlon,
Friedberg, etc.) ; No.; Location; Denomination; Type;
Series; Serial No.; Plate No. Front/Back; Date of Pur-
chase; Cost; Seller; Condition; Remarks. Such records
are especially useful for insurance purposes and can be
varied to suit individual needs.
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